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About This Game

Now with full Vive VR support!

An isolated town.
Dozens of ensnared citizens.

Each with their own thoughts, each with their own reasons for ending up here.

But only one will listen.
Find her.

Katie, at it's core, is a game about understanding. About talking, dwelling, thinking. Walk around, speak to people, explore the
town, uncover secrets (if that's your thing), and listen to Katie. Written during a time of immense personal transition, Katie is a

casual yet vulnerable reflection on friendship, dealing with loss, and the pursuit of meaning in the midst of chaos. It's an
expression of mind laid bare in a vicarious manner, and a narrative of a life on the verge of sanity.

Features

A fully realized, living, 3D pixel-art town, cut off from the rest of society and ready for exploration.

Dozens of handmade citizens, each with their own look and Idea that they're willing to express. Talk to them, ignore
them, or let them be.
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A vulnerable narrative that unfolds over a week as you interact with the individual that gave this game it's namesake, and
seek to understand what drives the heart of the town.

Walk around, look around, be around.

Secret, post-game content.

Fully movable swings (to relive your elementary days).

"What are you running from?"
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Title: Katie
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Lonely Frontier Studio
Publisher:
Lonely Frontier Studio
Release Date: 7 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8/8.1, 10

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: Runs on most laptops

English
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Buy it. Do it. Do it, now!. I think I like what this game was trying to do, but unfortunately, the execution was lacking. I can feel
the potential, and I really wanted to like it.

The interactivity is almost non-existant, and what's there is poorly implemented. Clicking on things usually had no effect, even
when the cursor changed, making me think that there was some interaction with the object the mouse was over. Sometimes,
clicking would inexplicably skip dialog, making me miss things, other times, nothing would happen. The game appeared to keep
going regardless of what I did, and the events in the game rarely had anything to do with the things I clicked on.

Overall, this left me feeling confused and frustrated.. Where are some fun this game was for the price. Where is very simple
mechanic text Justice work!!!. I like to see more games use this formula and expand on it. So if you like endless Runners here
you are.. 1\/10
Firstly, this is not even remotely supporting VR. It doesn't even support VorpX!!! I can only assume that the developers have
listed it as supporting VR so that they can get more sales.

Secondly. I have an ultra-modern rig, but this game only supports one resolution: 1024 x 768!!!! Yes, you read that correctly,
and no, this really is 2019. As a consequence of this the mouse is unforgiveably sensitive, even at lowest settings. In 2d pancake,
that means that VorpX doesn't function well at all with its simulation.

No thought was put into this at all. Therefore, don't buy it.. Good protype of mech action game. This would be stelar with a
campain or online multiplayer. As it stands now is good for like an hour of good fun and figuring out the controls. Going
forward is a bit of a challange sometimes.. A solid game, I really like it. You manage a team of gladiators that you control in
tactical turn based battles.
You win money with these, and have to decide how to invest it: training, equipment, new team members.

Graphics is a bit outdated, but the game concept is great. Many hours of fun for a good price.. DC universe online is for DC
fans in my general opinion. I love this game myself and i have played for years on the Playstation 4 but ow i have a pc too. This
game involves intense combat and competitive gameplay. It is a free roam Pve\/Pvp
game with collecting and fighting. I rate ths game a 10 out of 10 for its amazing gameplay because i love this game. You should
try this game if u like DC comics, Mortal Kombat, Free roam games, Heroes\/villians and creating your own villians\/ heroes..
its okay but it seems like its one of those cheap games on the app store... And if it was free then hek ya get itbut its costs money
so NOOOOO. I don\u2019t really recommend, it looks nice, but clothing in game look a lot nicer, and there are like millions of
them.

Price: 67\/100
DLC Content: 89\/100

Base game Overall: 9.1\/10. agents of mayhem is a fun game but its not worth getting it, the controller support is a joke.
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I find the gameplay and mechanics not very entertaining.

9 out of ten fights consist of endles circling and near misses for a minute or two (Both you and the AI are circling .. near miss ...
flyby ...a couple of shots hit the target ... rinse and repeat). This circling is very boring.

And sometimes you have an entertaining fight between equals and suddenly the enemy hits you and 90% of your ship explodes
and the fight is lost. This happens due to the many modifier blocks that add special abilities. But it feels just random and
unpredictable.

I was looking for a game with a good ship building aspect (like Reassembly). But the ship building is random due to the fact that
you have to collect your parts from the ships that you destroy. And in most instances those parts are badly damaged or
completely destroyed in the attack.. The sound in this game is awful but the game is okay, worth to play tho. say whatever you
want to say about this, but the masked dudes look great, so it was worth it for me. A little frustrating at first...but then it sort of
grew on me. I didn't play for long, but I think this is going to be a regular go-to when I am sick of just blowing♥♥♥♥♥♥up in
VR. it takes a bit more patience, and a little more grit to feel accomplished. I dig it. I think this will be a great one.

I sort of wish the visuals were a little fancier though. The simplistic look isn't really for me. Everything feels a little too flat.
Maybe more dynamic lighting or something. Doesn't detract too much. It is just when you actually sit and soak in the
environment it is a little underhwleming.. OVERPOWERED. It's a pretty bare game, a very simple platformer.

But as far as a time waster it's pretty fun. My nephew and niece love the game, completely worth a buck in my opinion,
especially if you have kiddos wanting to play.

*** This review comes from a Corgi parent and person obsessed with Corgis. Short, very short, stylish puzzle platformer.

Recommended to play in local co-op.

The game has issues on startup with two Xbox360 controllers loosing sink and causing freezes. Problem got bypassed (never
fixed) by alt-tabbing and back. Game takes ages to load intro and first level.

"Rope-shadow" mechanic button configuration is minfdnumbingly stupid.

The last part with the boss is annoying.. A mix of very special riddles. Hard to learn character movement and there are some
mean decisions from the developer to annoy you. It opens your mind to think more freely. Chiptune music in this title is
gorgeous as f. Had a great time with this game and awaiting a sequel.. Secrets Can Kill (Remastered) is the 1st of 32 (as of May
2015) installments within the Nancy Drew point and click adventure game series. It is important to note that this version (the
version available on Steam) is a remade and revised version of the original game that was released in December 1998. The game
was updated with refined graphics, puzzles, and user interface changes and was released in 2010 to match many of the more
modern Nancy Drew adventures available at that time. Within this game you assume the role of amaranthine sleuth Nancy Drew
and investigate the recent murder of high school student Jake Rogers at Paseo Del Mar High School. Eloise, who is a faculty
member of the high school and is Nancy Drew’s aunt, is beside herself and called upon Nancy Drew to stay at her house while
the local authorities have Nancy investigate the troubling events transpiring at Paseo Del Mar. It’s up to Nancy to go undercover
as a new student while questioning others to find out why someone would want to murder Jake Rogers.

Nancy Drew adventure games are not your typical triple “A” open world RPG or FPS. As the genre mentions it is a “point and
click adventure game” where one searches for clues, solves puzzles, questions suspects, and unravels a larger mystery through
deductive reasoning. The game is not designed to be an engrossing universe or narrative. Rather, for me, is designed as a light-
hearted story for anyone of all ages. It serves as a nice break from larger games and is easy to simply kick back to, relax, and
enjoy. The plot-line of these games typically takes about 7-12 hours to unravel depending on your sleuthing skills.

This game in particular has a more realistic atmosphere that is a bit more intense compared to other Nancy Drew titles. You
need to quickly comb the entire high school finding hidden messages and snooping into others’ lives before a murderer catches
on to your cover and ends your investigative career for good. The dialogue, story, and game mechanics are well done and have
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enabled this original classic of the Nancy Drew series to age well. For those wondering if they should buy the original 1998
game versus this 2010 remake: I personally enjoyed the “antique” feel of the original classic made in 1998 and did not like all of
the story changes that they made in this 2010 revision. However, if you don’t feel like constantly swapping out 2 discs (the joys
of older games!) the 2010 version is still an enjoyable and an above average Nancy Drew title. If this is your first time looking
at the Nancy Drew game series, I tend to recommend some of the more classic titles, which are in my opinion, of higher quality
and contain some of the best narratives in the series (keep in mind though that the graphics and game engines of these games
may be a bit more dated, being from the earlier 2000s). To understand if you might like these games I recommend checking out
some of the more iconic titles: The Curse of Blackmoor Manor, Danger on Deception Island, Ghost Dogs of Moon Lake, or
Treasure in the Royal Tower (the latter of which is not available on Steam). During the summer or holiday sales many of the
Nancy Drew games are easily $2-$5 on Steam so just wait until then and you can check out these games as a nice cheap break
from the usual FPS or RPG. Happy sleuthing!
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